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    HYG02 Lens Series Each Module has a 96w Chipset 

 

 

 

 

            

  

       

            HYG02 Reflector Series Each Module has a 96w Chipset 

 

     

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

READ AND FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS IN THIS MANUAL 
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Safety Warnings          

This brief of 'Safety Warnings' will help you evaluate electrical risk as an overview that outlines 

overall electrical safety when using this product. The overview is outlined for safety-related 

practices to prevent electric shock or other injuries resulting from either direct or indirect 

electrical contact. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

SERIOUS BODILY INJURY OR DEATH CAN RESULT IF THIS LIGHT IS NOT INSTALLED AND 

USED CORRECTLY. 

INSTALLERS, GARDENERS AND GROWERS MUST READ THESE WARNINGS AND ALL 

INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING THE GROW LIGHT AND/OR GROWLIGHTS RUN IN 

SERIES. 

Most provinces and states have local codes which regulate the construction, 

installation, and operation of electrical equipment and products. It is 

important to comply with these codes, many of which directly regulate the 

installation and use of this product. Consult your local building and health 

codes for more information. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE - Attention Installer: This Installation and User’s Guide 

(“Guide”) contains important information about the installation, operation 

and safe use of this LED Grow Light. This Guide should be given to the owner 

and/or operator of this equipment. 

Before installing this product, read and follow all warning notices and 

instructions in this Guide. Failure to follow warnings and instructions can 

result in severe injury, death, or property damage. Call 705-980-1581 or visit 

www.justledus.com or www.justledus.ca for additional free copies of these 

instructions.  

Please refer to www.justledus.com for more information related to these 

products. 

http://www.justledus.com/
http://www.justledus.ca/
http://www.justledus.com/
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Under no circumstances replace the Light with spliced wire. 

 

RISK OF ELECTRICAL INJURY OR ELECTROCUTION: JUST LED US GROW LIGHTS REQUIRE 

ELECTRICITY WHICH CAN SHOCK, BURN, OR CAUSE DEATH. 

*BEFORE WORKING ON THIS DEVICE* Always disconnect power to the grow light at 

the electrical outlet or switch on the circuit breaker from the light before servicing 

the light. Failure to do so could result in death or serious injury to service person, 

the gardener or others due to electric shock. When installing and using this 

electrical equipment, basic safety precautions should always be followed, include 

the following: 

Improper installation will create an electrical hazard, which could result in 

death or serious injury to grow light user, installer or other due to electric 

shock and may also cause damage to the property. 

The unit will have a thin plastic barrier around it and it will be neatly placed in 
the rest of its protective foam packaging (keep the box and this customized 
foam).  

Plastic Packaging is not a toy: To avoid danger of suffocation, keep the 

enclosed plastic bag away from babies, small children and pets. Do not use the 

enclosed bag in cribs, beds, carriages, playpens or in any other environment 

regarding the safety of children or pets. The thin film may cling to the nose 

and mouth and prevent breathing. The enclosed plastic bag is not a toy.  

Please opt to:                                                                      

● Safely stow away, out of the reach of children. 

● Discard bag safely after removing product. 

● Do not re-use the enclosed bag except for protecting the unit or to provide a 

moisture barrier for storage or transit. 

 

 

http://justledus.com/?p=6136
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This device produces potentially harmful UV light.  Protect eyes and skin from 
exposure to UV light. Plants do have biological mechanisms for repairing 
damage to their DNA from UV. Humans also have these repair systems. UV can 
still be dangerous, so be sure to follow ALL the safety instructions for using your 
lamp. 

Wear UV-resistant safety glasses at all times around UV light sources! Always 
prioritize your safety and the safety of others. 

 

 

  

      

The Daisy chain power cord design allows for convenient cross connection of 
grow lights in series no matter what the unit size. This saves time and energy in 
labour where you may have limited space from your outlet.  If you are using the 
daisy chain connection, please make sure that your timer and power-bar will 
safely meet the voltage and amperage ratings. Overloaded wire can heat up 
quickly and cause a fire. 
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Models: 

HYG01-Series 

 

HYG01-

1X96W-W  

HYG01-

2X96W-W  

HYG01-

4X96W-W  

HYG01-

4X96W-W  

Size (MM)：180*180*83.5mm       

Power(W)：1 X 96W

Voltage(V)：AC85-265v                            

Housing Color :White or Red

Working Temperature: -20°-50°

Ratio& Layout: 10pcs 640nm 12pcs 660nm 3pcs 

470nm  3pcs  440nm  2pcs 610nm  1pcs  525nm 1pcs 

730nm

Weight: 2.90KG

Size (MM)：290*175*83.5mm   

Power(W)：2 X 96W

Voltage(V)：AC85-265v                            

Housing Color :White or Red

Working Temperature: -20°-50°

Ratio& Layout: 10pcs 640nm 12pcs 660nm 3pcs 

470nm  3pcs  440nm  2pcs 610nm  1pcs  525nm 1pcs 

730nm

Weight: 4.00KG

Size (MM)：320*320*83.5mm   

Power(W)：4 X 96W

Voltage(V)：AC85-265v                            

Housing Color :White or Red

Working Temperature: -20°-50°

Ratio& Layout: 10pcs 640nm 12pcs 660nm 3pcs 

470nm  3pcs  440nm  2pcs 610nm  1pcs  525nm 1pcs 

730nm

Weight: 6.00KG

Size (MM)：581*173*83.5mm 

Power(W)：4 X 96W

Voltage(V)：AC85-265v                            

Housing Color :White or red

Working Temperature: -20°-50°

Ratio& Layout: 10pcs 640nm 12pcs 660nm 3pcs 

470nm  3pcs  440nm  2pcs 610nm  1pcs  525nm 1pcs 

730nm

Weight: 6.00KG
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HYG02-Series 

 

HYG01-

16X96W-W 

HYG01-

9X96W-W  

HYG01-

6X96W-W  

Size (MM)：460*340*83.5mm    

Power(W)：6 X 96W

Voltage(V)：AC85-265v                            

Housing Color :White or Red

Working Temperature: -20°-50°

Ratio& Layout: 10pcs 640nm 12pcs 660nm 3pcs 

470nm  3pcs  440nm  2pcs 610nm  1pcs  525nm 1pcs 

730nm

Weight: 8.5KG

Size (MM)：460*460*83.5mm

Power(W)：9 X 96W

Voltage(V)：AC85-265v                            

Housing Color :White or Red

Working Temperature: -20°-50°

Ratio& Layout: 10pcs 640nm 12pcs 660nm 3pcs 

470nm  3pcs  440nm  2pcs 610nm  1pcs  525nm 1pcs 

730nm

Weight: 10.5KG

Size (MM)：560*560*97mm   

Power(W)：9 X 96W

Voltage(V)：AC85-265v                            

Housing Color :White or Red

Working Temperature: -20°-50°

Ratio& Layout: 10pcs 640nm 12pcs 660nm 3pcs 

470nm  3pcs  440nm  2pcs 610nm  1pcs  525nm 1pcs 

730nm

Weight: 21.00KG

HYG02-

2X96W-W  

Size (MM)：293x197x75mm      

Power(W)：2X 96W

Voltage(V)：AC85-265v                            

Housing Color :White or Red

Working Temperature: -20°-50°

Ratio& Layout: 10pcs 640nm 12pcs 660nm 3pcs 

470nm  3pcs  440nm  2pcs 610nm  1pcs  525nm 1pcs 

730nm

Weight: 4.00KG
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Important Overview:  

Recommendations for Use of the Unit (Quick Tips and Maintenance) 

 

The following guideline details (recommendations for the use of your unit) 

are specifically outlined to avoid personal injury, property damage and 

accidental damage and maintain your unit. These recommendations made to 

help you keep your unit in the best working order for its given lifetime. Please 

read all the information in this section before using the unit. 

 Make sure you hang your lamp in a safe fashion. Using quality hooks and 

parts to secure it into your selected gardening position (vertically or horizontally). 

HYG02-

4X96W-W  

HYG02-

6x96W-W

HYG02-

9X96W-W  

Size (MM)：460*460*90mm

Power(W)：9 X 96W

Voltage(V)：AC85-265v                            

Housing Color :White or Red

Working Temperature: -20°-50°

Ratio& Layout: 10pcs 640nm 12pcs 660nm 3pcs 

470nm  3pcs  440nm  2pcs 610nm  1pcs  525nm 1pcs 

730nm

Weight: 10.5KG

Size (MM)：310*310*75mm    

Power(W)：4 X 96W

Voltage(V)：AC85-265v                            

Housing Color :White or Red

Working Temperature: -20°-50°

Ratio& Layout: 10pcs 640nm 12pcs 660nm 3pcs 

470nm  3pcs  440nm  2pcs 610nm  1pcs  525nm 1pcs 

730nm

Weight: 5.50KG

Size (MM)：445*280*75 mm   

Power(W)：6 X 96W

Voltage(V)：AC85-265v                            

Housing Color :White or Red

Working Temperature: -20°-50°

Ratio& Layout: 10pcs 640nm 12pcs 660nm 3pcs 

470nm  3pcs  440nm  2pcs 610nm  1pcs  525nm 1pcs 

730nm

Weight: 8.50KG
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 Use the gauge of cable that is supplied with the unit and ALWAYS use all four (x4) anchors. 

 The weight of the unit determines the size and quality of a hook that is needed to safely mount the 

portable luminary device (LED grow light). The hooks that are provided are passed in accordance to the 

testing done by CSA. The hooks that are provided can be used to suspend the LED grow light in the 

following conditions: For a plaster, dry wall, or similar ceiling by way of 2"x 4" studs and for a wood, 

acoustical tile, or similar ceiling consumer should use 1" x 2" furring strips. Do not use a hook that is of 

different material or lesser of caliber than the one that has been supplied as it may result in being 

insufficient to suspend the weight of the light safely. Do not mount the light to a surface other than 

suggested or in an inappropriate fashion that may result in an unsafe situation. 

 JUST LED US luminaries are suitable for damp locations but DO NOT get them wet or immerse it in water. 

 In circumstances where water may be used, turn off the unit and make sure it is in a position where it is 

away from all sources of water. 

 If you are using a light timer make sure it is properly rated according to the size of light(s) you are using. 

 Use of a surge protector is recommended for your light as fluctuations may damage the unit. 

 Connect the unit to a properly grounded outlet only. 

 Do not unplug the unit by pulling on the power cord. 

 Do not place face of the unit directly on table or other flat objects, this applies to units that are powered 

up and also for units that are not powered. 

 Do not handle the units by the optical reflectors because they are delicate.  If it becomes punctured, call 

for technical assistance and arrange for repairs. 

 DO NOT obstruct the ventilation openings on the LED Grow Lamp. 
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 We do not recommend smoking around your LED grow lamp. 

 Do not drop, bend, puncture, insert foreign objects or place heavy objects on top of your lamp. 

 If you decide to use the unit vertically or horizontally, prevent all vents from being blocked to allow 

maximum air movement from all vents, as air circulation is important not only for your unit but for your 

plants as well. 

 Keep your lamp(s) clean and periodically check your fans for dust.  DO NOT clean with any fluids such as 

water, oil, organic solvents, etc. 

 DO NOT use compressed air when unit is on as this may cause fire. 

 Using compressed air to clean forces the dirt and dust particles into the air, making these contaminants 

airborne and may create a respiratory hazard. Injuries can be caused by the particles made airborne (as 

they re-enter the air). These particles can be a further danger since they can enter your eyes or abrade 

skin. 

 Always TURN UNIT OFF/UNPLUG and wipe with a dry cloth. 

 Working environment -20°C ~ 40°C 

 Working Environment Max Humidity 60% 

 DO NOT run lamp continuously, this is a precautionary measure to prevent overheating and malfunction. 

Failure to do so may cause damage. 

 COB series grow lamps are for indoor use only. 

 Recommended Height Variable: 0.3 metres ~ 1.5 metres. 

 If making adjustments with lamp, TURN UNIT OFF/UNPLUG. 
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 WARNING this device may produce potentially harmful UV light.  Protect eyes and skin 

from exposure to UV light.  

 ALWAYS wear UV-resistant safety glasses at all times around UV light sources! 

Always prioritize your safety and the safety of others.  

 Use PPE-Personal Protective Equipment such as sleeved shirts when working within the vicinity of your 

LED grow light. 

 JUST LED US Inc. encourages owners of technology to responsibly recycle their 

equipment when it is no longer needed. Please contact JUST LED US Inc. to get 

assistance in recycling your products.  

The above guideline details are specifically outlined for your safety and to maintain your 

unit.  It is posted on JUST LED US Inc. website to be displayed for a permanent reference so in 

no event it can be misplaced or lost.  You can utilize the online version of the Recommendations 

for Use of the Unit (Quick Tips) for print or reference. 

 

 

 

 

 

Accessories  
 

Power Cord  

i. Our power cord is 4.6 metres or 12 feet in length.  The length of your power cord is a very 

important aspect when considering your gardening area needs.  In accordance with UL 153, 

clause 76.2.1 requirements, the power cord length must be at 

least 4.6 m or 5 feet. 

Our cord set is a hard usage type, Cat No. H:-8-01.config 5-

15P; 3 x 18 AWG internal wires, SVT cord type.  Its rating is 

125V, 10A. 

 

http://justledus.com/?p=3229
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Hanging Kit  

ii.  Please see JUST LED US Installation Instructions (below) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JUST LED US Light Installation Instructions 
 

 

Regular Lamp functions: 

 
Switches:  

On select models there are two switches which are referred to as 
‘Power group combinations’. The two switches allow the user to 
control the modules on/off application.  This also enables the user to 
control the amount of light that is being delivered to the canopy of 
the gardening area.  
 

Power Group Combinations: 

As mentioned above some of the units have two on/off switches which allow the user to control how 

much light that is being used at one time. Some gardens require different lighting requirements and this 

function gives flexible options for users and saves money on power for those times. 

       

      Switch One-On, Switch Two-Off        Switch Two-On, Switch One-Off                    Both Switches On 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://justledus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/image7.png
http://justledus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/image8.png
http://justledus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/image6.png
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JUST LED US Light Installation Instructions  
 

Hanging Kit 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

         

          Hook Assembly-Made of Reinforced Steel 

The dimensions of the supplied cable that come with our units are as follows: 48 steel wires twisted together 
with an integral sleeve, they are approximately 1.46mm in diameter and 400mm long. The hanging kit consists 
of one buckle and four satellite buckles, where the minimum diameter for the main buckle is 6.3mm and the 
minimum diameter for the satellite buckles are 4.1mm. 

Never use any hanging kit or wire that is of less gauge test than the one that is provided with your unit.   

The weight of the unit determines the size and quality of a hook that is needed to safely mount the portable 

luminary device (LED grow light). The hooks that are provided are passed in accordance to the testing done by 

CSA. The hooks that are provided can be used to suspend the LED grow light in the following conditions: For a 

plaster, dry wall, or similar ceiling by way of 2"x 4" studs and for a wood, acoustical tile, or similar ceiling 

consumer should use 1" x 2" furring strips. Do not use a hook that is of different material or of lesser caliber 

than the one that has been supplied as it may result in being insufficient to suspend the weight of the light 

safely. Do not mount the light to a surface other than suggested or in an inappropriate fashion that may result 

in an unsafe situation. 

This recommendation is made for your personal safety associated to hanging or suspending your luminary and 

also to maintaining the life of your unit from physical damage. 

The carabiner(s) that are attached to the end of the reinforced aluminum cable shall be applied to attach to the 

'mount hook assembly', made of reinforced steel, which is anchored to the LED luminaries’ fixture itself. We 

encourage anchoring your lamp using materials that will support the weight of your lamp. Ex. Affixing your lamp 

in a position that is in drywall may require a drywall anchor.  

 

           Hanging Kit Cables 
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Warranty 
 

Limited Manufacturers Warranty:  

 

The LED COB Integrative Grow Lights hold a 2 year limited manufacturer’s warranty 

and covers defects in material or workmanship in newly purchased products. JUST 

LED US Inc. will replace at no charge parts only or, at its option, replace any 

product or part of the product that proves defective because of improper 

workmanship and/or material, under normal installation, use, service and 

maintenance. 

 

JUST LED US Extended Warranty: (Must be purchased at checkout) 

This Plan complements but does not replace the manufacturer’s warranty or warranty obligations. During the 
manufacturer’s warranty and warranty obligations period, please feel free to contact JUST LED US Inc. and we will 
be happy to help our customers with transactions regarding the limited manufacturer's warranty. 

At this time, all repairs and maintenance concerns are subject to be made 
in Canada. 

JUST LED US Inc. Extended Warranty: Parts Replacement Service 
agreement for accidental damage must be purchased in the same 
transaction as the product purchase; sum for the extended warranty is 
based on units(s) that are purchased. 

Just LED US Inc. stands behind the products we carry so we created an 
extended Warranty/Guarantee within our Marketing and Sales Company 
based in Canada. We expect the COB series products to perform 
exceptionally for many years. 

We want every customer to be satisfied, with the products we carry, for life, so we are offering a comprehensive 
Guarantee when you purchase the COB Integrated grow lights with us and they have several important elements 
individual to each. 

* If at any time within 2 Years we find that part(s) are not functioning due to natural wear and tear, we will correct 
the problem for the customer and there will be no cost incurred for the service.  Natural wear and tear covers 
defects in material or workmanship in newly purchased products. JUST LED US Inc. will replace at no charge parts 
only or, at its option, replace any product or part of the product that proves defective because of improper 
workmanship and/or material, under normal installation, use, service and maintenance. 
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Should your unit suffer 'accidental damage', we will service the unit(s) at a reduced cost of 50% off of the 
associated parts, but service of the units(s) will be limited maintenance of accidental damage as malfunctions due 
to misuse, abuse, negligence, alteration or unauthorized installation are not covered. 

JUST LED US Inc. Extended Warranty covers basic cleaning. 

Duration of Plan: Access to Services and Benefits commences on the original product & Plan purchase 
date. The Plan, the Service Contract and the Benefits Contract herein referred to as JUST LED US Extended 
Warranty will end on the earliest of: 

i) the expiry date noted on the original purchase invoice; ii)  fulfillment of the Plan as outlined; iii) you do have 
further rights, liabilities and obligations under the JUST LED US Extended Warranty Plan, once ended if; (As read 
below) 

* When your product has exceeded 2 years from the date of purchase, this agreement is void, with exception to 
the particular(s) set forth qualifying the client for a discount of 20% towards your new purchases/upgrades & 
expansions of ‘light’ for your gardening needs. 

If the unit needs to be replaced because it cannot be fixed, we will reduce any new purchase equal to the 
'accidentally damaged', unit by 20%. It will be upheld by JUST LED US Inc. to show you our gratitude towards the 
importance of having a healthy in-home garden. 

 The replacement service agreement for accidental damage coverage is subject to a maximum of one 
(x1) time use, if such a thing happens.  

 If ‘Accidental Damage’ does not become a factor of service that needs to be administered within the 2 
year extended warranty of your unit(s), we will pre-qualify the customer/client for a discount of 20% 
towards your new purchases/upgrades & expansions of ‘light’ for your gardening needs. 

 The given offer of a 20% discount is associated to the base price of the originally purchased unit(s) and 
will not exceed such value (before taxes). 

For Administration purposes registration and receipt is required for proof of original purchase with us as well as 
for administration procedures (no exceptions if criteria is not filled). The purchaser will need to provide a full 
description of the problem that is occurring, a contact name, sales receipt, address and telephone number 
and/or email address in order to initiate a claim under this warranty. Also, please provide a few photos outlining 
all stickers that are on the unit as well as pictures of the problem that is occurring. The purchaser can notify JUST 
LED US Inc. of the warranty claim by contacting (705) 980-1581 or via email at customer service. 

At that time, the purchaser will be asked to provide dated proof of original purchase. Acceptable forms of this 
shall be a photocopy or scanned image of the dated original invoice emailed. 

 

90 Day Unconditional Money Back Guarantee 
* If at any time within ninety (90) days after receipt of your unit you are not satisfied with your purchase for any 
reason you may get a full refund of your purchase price by contacting Customer Service. However, we do see that 
one may have good faith and reason to make a return to ‘upgrade’ or ‘downgrade’ and it is acceptable that this is a 
reason of return. JUST LED US Inc. wants to take this moment to remind our customers that it is not acceptable to 
simply buy said items and return them within the 90 days in a repetitive manner. Therefore we reserve the right to 
deny return of sale if customer attempts to make multiple return of sale. 

http://justledus.com/?p=1167
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JUST LED US wants you to be sure that you are going to be satisfied with your purchase, so grow for 90 days, worry 
free as JUST LED US will pay for return postage. Please see Delivery-Shipping and Return Policy below for full 
details. 

Terms and Conditions 
* Damaged, products cannot be returned under the 90 day Unconditional Money Back Guarantee. 

* Extended Warranty is for the Lens & Reflector Series COB Integrated Grow lights. 

* JUST LED US Inc. Extended Warranty is intended solely for consumer/in-home use. 

* JUST LED US will cover the cost of postage on all returns to JUST LED US when customer purchases the JUST LED 
US Extended Warranty. 

* 90 Day Unconditional Money Back Guarantee: If the unit is not shipped to JUST LED US Inc. in its original 
packaging, failure to do so will result in a 10% restocking fee. No C.O.D.'s will be accepted. 

* Alternate plans are negotiable for industrial/commercial, agricultural and governmental applications. 

* All repairs and maintenance concerns are subject to be made in Canada. 

* If the client desires to send their unit into JUST LED US Inc. for repairs we will make the fixes, FREE. The costs of 
part(s) will be equal to the current going rate of parts. No refunds on parts. 

* Only inquire with JUST LED US for both the 'Limited Manufacturer's Warranty' and the 'JUST LED US Inc. 
Extended Warranty' as they are subject to be upheld by JUST LED US Inc. only. 

* When the end user Limited Warranty has run its course of 2 years, JUST LED US Inc. will not leave clients who 
made purchases through JUST LED US Inc. stranded! Simply contact customer service, report the problem and we 
will be happy to be of service.  You will be guided through technical services to perform your own fixes via the 
email you registered with us. 

* Should the client decide to attempt to make fixes on their own, JUST LED US Inc. Extended Warranty will be void 
as JUST LED US Inc. is not responsible for third party service to the units. 

* JUST LED US Inc. will send parts to the client directly or to the nearest participating store that may be carrying 
our brand. For a secondary choice, clientèle may opt to have their personal sales representative receive the order 
or the parts on their behalf in the case that anonymity is an issue. 

* JUST LED US Inc. Extended Warranty is non refundable. 

* The JUST LED US Inc. Extended Warranty is non transferable. 

* Product details and pricing subject to change without notice. 

* Programs may vary by Country. 

* Prices may differ by country due to currency conversion. 

Workmanship Guarantee 
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The quality of workmanship by repair technicians under JUST LED US Certified technicians is guaranteed for 90 
days. 

* Circumstances may arise where repair is beyond the measure or scope of a field technician (please see 
Replacement Benefit for details) 

Replacement Benefit 

If a repair through a JUST LED US Certified technician cannot be performed in the field the technician will instruct 
the customer to send their unit in to JUST LED US for repairs.  If the repairs take longer than fourty-five (45) days to 
complete, JUST LED US will cover the cost of replacing it with a new or refurbished product of similar features and 
functionality, of the same brand, or at JUST LED US' sole discretion, it may cover the cost of issuing you a store 
credit for the current replacement value, not to exceed the original purchase price. The 45-day service period 
begins when the product arrives at JUST LED US Corporate Headquarters or an authorized service location and 
ends when the repaired product is made available to you for pick up or delivery to you. The plan will immediately 
be deemed fulfilled on the date of the replacement or issuance of a store credit and will not continue nor be 
applied to any replacement product provided by JUST LED US to you or purchased by you with the store credit. 

Replacement Benefit Limitations 

The Replacement Benefit does not apply to maintenance checks, cleanings, customer education, repairs or 
replacements of Accessories such as power cord or hanging kit or other similar parts, or any repairs performed 
outside Canada. Additional time may be required for customer service when items have to cross customs/borders. 

International Coverage 

If you require international coverage JUST LED US, at its discretion will find a service provider and make reasonable 
efforts to have diagnostics and repairs completed by a third party if there are no JUST LED US certified technicians 
in your area available.  JUST LED US will issue a repair authorization number prior to work being done.  If 
customer/client is covered by Limited Manufacturers Warranty or JUST LED US Extended Warranty, JUST LED US 
Inc. will directly issue payment of service to the authorized third party. 

International Coverage Limitations 

International Coverage does not include In-home/Courier Service Benefit or the Replacement Benefit. 

If a replacement is needed JUST LED US requests that customer/client send their unit to JUST LED US. JUST LED US 
will not send out a replacement until we receive the malfunctioning unit. 

Before you may proceed with requesting international coverage please inquire with customer service, provide 
photos and written description of the malfunctioning part(s) of your unit (document circumstances to the best of 
your knowledge).  We will make every effort to provide you with a JUST LED US Certified Technician before moving 
forward with a approved third party technician. 

Cancellation 

At our option, JUST LED US will cancel the Service Contract, and, on the basis of (a) your fraud or 
misrepresentation; (b) your commercial use of the product (except where permitted by a commercial Plan); (c) 
repair of a product not performed by a certified and qualified technician authorized by JUST LED US during the 
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manufacturer’s warranty period; or (d) repair of a product not performed by a certified and qualified technician 
authorized by JUST LED US after the manufacturer’s warranty period.  

Not Covered in the Warranty/ Limitation of Liability 

* Cosmetic damage such as scratches dents and broken plastic ports that are considered minor imperfections in 
units that meet design specifications or cosmetic imperfections that do not alter functionality. 

* Maintenance, repair or replacement necessitated by any causes other than normal usage, aging and/or 
operation of the product in accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines, including, but not limited to, theft, 
exposure to weather, moisture and other environmental conditions, negligence, intentional physical damage, 
misuse, abuse, unauthorized repairs, improper installation, transportation damage (except damage incurred by 
authorized shipment of product(s) to and from an authorized service), improper equipment modifications, 
vandalism, spilled liquids. 

* External sources or malicious damage and natural disasters are not considered to be covered by the Limited 
Warranty or the JUST LED US Inc. Extended Warranty. Ex: Floods, Fires, Electrical Power line surges, Tornadoes, 
Avalanches, Meteor Showers, etc. unless otherwise specified. 
 
* Lost parts (power cord, hanging kit) 

* Physical damage and user misuse and/or abuse are not considered manufacturers defect. 

*Products used for commercial purposes, used by the general public, used as a lease or rental unless noted 
specifically as a 'Commercial Plan' on the original purchase invoice; 

* Operating the product outside the permitted or intended uses described by JUST LED US Inc. 

* Damage caused by service (upgrades, maintenance, etc) that is performed by anyone who is not a representative 
of JUST LED US Inc. or a JUST LED US Authorized Service Provider. 

* A product or part that has been modified to alter functionality or capability without written permission from 
JUST LED US Inc.  ie. Products with removed or altered serial numbers; 

* Defects due to normal aging of the product. 

* JUST LED US Inc. shall not be liable to purchaser or any other person for any incidental, special or consequential 
damages, arising out of breach of this warranty or any implied warranty (including but not limited to any implied 
warranty of merchant-ability). 

 

The above Manufacturers Warranty, JUST LED US Extended Warranty and 90 Day Hassle Free 

Warranty and Terms and Conditions details are posted on JUST LED US Inc. website to be displayed for 

a permanent reference. You can utilize the online version of all forms of this Guarantee including 

Workmanship Guarantee, Replacement Benefit, Replacement Benefit Limitations, International 

http://justledus.com/?p=3229
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Coverage, International Coverage Limitations and what is Not covered in the Warranty/ Limitation of 

Liability. 

 

Technical Support 

After you buy a LED Grow Light, register your purchase with JUST LED US. Using the registered information, JUST 
LED US can contact you in case of a recall or other severe problems. After you register your grow light with JUST 
LED US you will receive quicker service when you call JUST LED US for help. 
 
To register you product please see ‘Product Registration’, below. 
 
JUST LED US web site is updated with the latest support information such as the following: 
• Components  
• Diagnostic solutions 
• Product and service warranty 
• Product and parts details 
• This manual (incase it gets misplaced) 
• Knowledge base and frequently asked questions 
 
If you need to call the JUST LED US Customer Support Center, go to www.justledus.com for the latest telephone 
numbers and hours of operation. 
 
 
During the warranty period, you can get the following services from the Customer Support Center: 
• Problem determination: Trained personnel are available to assist you with determining if you have a 
hardware problem and deciding what action is necessary to fix the problem. 
• JUST LED US hardware repair: If the problem is determined to be caused by JUST LED US hardware under 
warranty, trained service personnel are available to provide the applicable level of service. 
•When calling for technical assistance, you are requested to provide your model name/number.  
•We will confirm your product registration and will be happy to assist you! 
 

Product Registration 

 

Please complete the Product Registration Card and return to JUST LED US Inc. by mail or register by e-mail within 

30 days of original purchase in order to acknowledge/validate your selected warranty. 

http://www.justledus.com/
http://justledus.com/?p=1167
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All registrations of product warranty require an email address. For a more eco-friendly option please fill your 

information in on the provided form at the Product Registration page. 

In the case where a gift is being bought for someone else, the consumer can opt to have a mail out product 
warranty registration card sent to them. Only one mail out will be issued, per product. 

JUST LED US Inc will issue a confirmation email of the extended warranty for each consumer/first purchaser. 

 

FAQ –Frequently Asked Questions 

 

1. What ways can I safely use my LED grow light?  
 
You can utilize the use of your COB Series lights horizontally, vertically, and diagonally as long as you leave space 
for you units to move air freely through the side vents. 

2. What is the PAR Value and Average Canopy Area for each unit? 

Keeping the proper distance between your full spectrum LED grow light and your plants is important for 
photosynthesis and growth. Full Spectrum LED grow lights provide the wavelengths of light your plants need for 
germinating, growth/vegetation and flowering/fruiting.  The rule of thumb is to increase the distance between 
your light source and the top of your plants. 

Depending on what model you choose there are varying distances suggested, please see our Chart regarding 

suggested distances for different models. The coverage area (m²）and PAR value will change according to the 
distance of which the light/lamp is placed above the canopy. This means that the High PAR COB Lens and Reflector 
Series grow lights have different power ratings and will perform best at different distances, with different plant 
families. 

 

When your garden is in the vegetative stage maintain the above noted distances. To allow for plant stretching 
increase the distance from the plants to the light and for shorter, bushier plants decreases the distance. As you 
raise the light, the plants will reach for the source and grow taller, but it is important to note that raising the light 
source too high will cause excessive stretching. If you keep the light at an affixed height, the plants will reach a 
certain growth point, then grow wider and form more vegetation. 

Distance 30cm Distance    60cm60cm Distance    100cm100cm Distance    200cm200cm

Model Type Par Value Cover Areaï¼ˆmÂ²ï¼‰Par Value Cover Areaï¼ˆmÂ²ï¼‰Par Value Cover Areaï¼ˆmÂ²ï¼‰Par Value Caverage Area

HYG01-1x96-w 1*96W 120 1.4 33 4.5 11 10 2 N/A

HYG01-2x96-w 2*96W 259 1.6 79 5.3 30 10 6 N/A

HYG01-4x96-w 4*96W 467 1.6 129 4.6 45 12.5 11 N/A

HYG01-6x96-w 6*96W 800 1.6 204 5.3 80 11.3 21 N/A

HYG01 9x96-w 9*96W 1267 2 387 5.3 136 11.3 38 N/A

HYG01 16x96-W 16*96W 1548 2 425 5.3 170

            

11.3 45 N/A

All Data Based on 90°

Reference data only

http://justledus.com/?p=3309
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For flowering plants, the lights can be left at the affixed height and the daily light interval must change. 

 

3. How does the design of the optical reflector become useful for my grow light technology? 

Below is an optical analysis showing the incident flux of radiant energy per unit.  The total irradiance map or 
incident flux of the radiant energy (output) per unit area is shown to illustrate the distribution of light reflected 
from the optical reflector. 

Ultimately the optical reflector's surface enables the mixture of different wavelengths into a light pattern 
containing them all evenly distributed across the pattern.  It directs the output of the light and maintains the 
colour mixing which maximizes the yield of your produce and it is significantly important for a faster growth rate. 
The optical reflector retains the PAR value of the emitted light from the LED.  The patented optical reflector is 
designed to optimize the directional output of the given light from the grow light/lamp. 

 

The optical reflectors surface enables the output of the light to overcome a greater distance while maintaining a 
mixing of different wavelengths into a light pattern, containing them all evenly distributed across the pattern, 
which is shown by measure in the (x4) diagrams as a uniform mixture of light.  
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4. How does it differ from other reflectors on the market? 

There are different lights being offered throughout the marketplace which are made specific to meet the needs of 
the light in question and what it is being used for.  In most circumstances a reflector is needed and is suitable for 
color mixing of light that originates from lights/lamps that have different color properties. Different manufacturers 
have created variances of reflectors which are primarily configured to provide an equal ratio of partial luminance 
for each of the color properties. 

In some cases, the distribution of light is narrow and the light given from each module is not maximized to cover 
more canopy area without losing its PAR value. The characteristic of a reflector that reflects light in this fashion 
generally is graded with a low angle or degree.  Some manufacturers have limited the designs of the lamps they 
produce by only carrying one reflective angle, which in turn limits the given surface area of the canopy. 

To the contrary JUST LED US carries different optical reflectors from 70°, 90° and 120° reflectors, throughout our 
whole grow light series.  The reflectors which JUST LED US use in our designs provide the canopy with evenly 
distributed color of light leaving the luminaries. Extensive tests have lead many researchers to conclude that a 
reflector should be shaped and positioned in such a way that the light having certain color properties is reflected 
away from regions where light with those same color properties is likely to be disproportionately high towards 
regions where light with those color properties of irradiance are measured to be disproportionately low. This is a 
sure tail aspect of a quality grow light as some reflector designs place limits on the light distribution for a maximum 
canopy area (M²). 

 

5. Are there any features which set these particular COB Lens and Reflectors series grow lights 
apart from competitors in the industry? 

Yes, our LED grow lights are one of the first in the industry to adapt one to one corresponding power supplies to 
control each part of the unit. This effectively guarantees that the unit will remain stable even if one of the parts of 
the unit malfunctions, not leaving your garden in the dark where your growth cycle would normally be disrupted 
with other models on the market. 

 

6. What happens if I have to send my unit in for repairs? 

It is unfortunate that technology breaks down from time to time. When faced with a malfunctioning unit we have 
to make quick decisions to have our garden remain in optimal health for its survival. As noted above, your unit will 
remain stable even if a part of it becomes defective. 

But, here at JUST LED US, we know the value of keeping our gardens thriving so we have a Loaner Program for 
times of need when your light has to be sent in for repairs. Simply fill out our application form and we will send out 
a unit for your use to ease your garden through the troubling time it would have to go through without light. Our 
Loaner Program is not only for a gardener’s satisfaction but also for the harmony associated to your garden in 
itself.  The Loaner program minimizes downtime and promotes a supplementary source of light for your gardening 
needs. 

 

http://justledus.com/?p=3220
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7. How do I diagnose my malfunctioning unit or what is the procedure?  
 
In order to diagnose a malfunctioning unit, please upload a few pictures with a brief description of what is 
occurring or upload a short video with commentary to customer service. This will allow us to diagnose and repair 
the unit in a timely manner for your convenience. 
 
When it is time to send the unit to us, please use the original foam and box for delivery. 
 
 

Troubleshooting  
 
This section describes some common problems and suggested solutions, and how to guidance for the JUST LED US 
Integrated LED Grow lights. 
 
Be aware that the problems and solutions described in this section are meant only as a guide. They are 
not definitive problem solving techniques. For some problems you may need to call JUST LED US, your reseller, or 
your service provider for help or service. 
 
When you observe a problem, stop the operation of you grow light immediately. Take a note of what the system is 
doing and what actions you performed before the problem occurred. Provide detailed information to JUST LED US 
or your service provider for quicker problem resolution. 

 
Suggested Solutions: (Questions and Observations) 
 

● If you grow light will not turn on, please make sure that it is plugged into the outlet and also that the adjacent 

end of your power cord is secure within the port. 

 

● Check that the switch(s) is placed in the ‘on’ position. 

 

● Are your fans dusty or gummed up grease? Check that all fans are running!  

 

● A quick check should be made for dirty or worn mechanical parts before even thinking about electronic 

problems.  This is especially important if the unit hasn’t been cleaned for many years. 

 

● Does the problem seem to be erratic or intermittent? Does it come and go suddenly? If this is happening it is 

almost always due to bad connections - cold solder joints or internal or external connectors. Contact tech support. 

 

● Has the natural function of the unit changed?  

 

● Has a problem occurred and/or changed gradually? What are the things I have observed?  

 

● Does one or more of the LED modules not function?  Contact tech support. 

 

● Has my unit been exposed to excessive moisture, or has it been exposed to water damage? Too much moisture 

may have unforeseen consequences. 
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Delivery-Shipping and Return Policy  
Delivery-Shipping and Return Policy...JUST LED US Inc. prides itself on bringing quality merchandise to satisfied 

customers.  

JUST LED US Inc. can ship your order to your home or business (shipping address must be a continental U.S. or 
Canadian address) or to your local authorized JUST LED US Inc. sales representative. 

Shipping and Deliveries 

JUST LED US Inc. ships your merchandise using Canada Post, USPS, UPS, FedEx, DHL and various truck freight 
companies for domestic shipments within the continental United States and Canada. Transit times vary between 
the numerous different companies. You will be notified when your product has shipped. Important: the customer 
must be home for freight shipments in order to sign for the merchandise at the time of delivery. 

Clientèle may opt to have their personal sales representative receive the order or the parts on their behalf for 
instances of availability to receive a shipment or where anonymity is an issue. You and your Sales representative 
must sign a form indicating that you wish to have these alternate arrangements made and send them into 
customer service for approval via the request form. The representative must sign for the delivery as well, no 
exceptions. 

Damaged and Lost Packages 

If you receive a package which was damaged, ( eg. the product inside the package is damaged or some pieces 
inside the package are missing, etc.), please contact customer service immediately or email your sales person of 
record to report it. You must keep all of the original packaging. Do not throw anything away or attempt to install 
any component or product. Customer service will handle the claim process from here as this was not your fault. If 
your order was received incomplete, ( i.e. missing a complete box, etc.), please contact customer service 
immediately or email your salesperson of record to report it. 

Returns Policy 

JUST LED US Inc. prides itself on bringing quality merchandise to satisfied customers. However, in the event that 
there is a problem with your order, please follow the simple directions below. We can promptly and efficiently 
correct whatever the problem might be. 

If you discover, during the warranty period, that a product fails to materially conform to the applicable 
specifications, we recommend that you promptly request a Return Merchandise Authorization (“RMA”) number 
from JUST LED US. Shipments received without an RMA number will be refused. We ask that you provide a detailed 
description of the return or of the defect for the return.  When we have replied with an RMA number for your 
return, promptly return the authorized product, in original packaging, clearly marking the RMA number on the 
outside of the box for verification purposes. JUST LED US will inspect the product or the Non‐Conforming Product. 
Such Non‐Conforming products must be returned in accordance with JUST LED US published procedures and 
packaging standards, freight prepaid, applying the RMA number to the outside of the packaging.  

At this time, if customer is outside of Canada customer is required to prepay all duties for products returned to 
JUST LED US under this limited warranty. For validated warranty claims, JUST LED US will pay for any return 
shipment or replacement products to customer. 

http://justledus.com/?p=5213
http://justledus.com/contact/
http://justledus.com/?p=6119
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New Returns (90 Days Warranty) 

If, for any reason, within 90 days from the date of your purchase, you decide you would like to return a product, 
please contact JUST LED US Inc. or your sales person of record via email or simply download the following copy 

(pdf) or (word) RMA form to make a request for a number. A return authorization number must be obtained 

from JUST LED US Inc. or your salesperson and it must appear on the outside of your package in order for your 
merchandise to be accepted by our shipping department. Please return the merchandise promptly as return 
authorization numbers are only good for 30 days. Return freight must be prepaid - no C.O.D.'s will be accepted. 

The unit must be shipped to JUST LED US Inc. in its original package, failure to do so will result in a 10% restocking 
fee. 

*JUST LED US Inc. will not accept any products returned without an RMA number. 

We do see good faith and reason to make a ‘return’ or to ‘upgrade’ or ‘downgrade’ and it is acceptable that this is 
a reason of return. JUST LED US Inc. reminds our customers that it is not acceptable to simply buy said items and 
return them within the 90 days in a repetitive manner. Therefore, we reserve the right to deny terms of sale if 
customer has multiple attempts for return of sale. 

Customer is solely responsible for shipping container for returns. We suggest keeping your original packaging 
(customized foam) to safeguard your unit from any damage! We further suggest that the consumer purchase 
insurance for the shipping of the package.  JUST LED US Inc. is not responsible for any damages incurred during 
transit of returns. 

 

Warranty Returns  

RMA forms (pdf) or (word) 

First and most important, you must have your original sales 
receipt in order for any warranty to be valid. (A warranty item is 
valid to the original purchaser). As a second measure, please 
see Product Registration as this is the most efficient way to 
confirm your original purchase.  JUST LED US Inc. carries two separate warranties. We have Limited Manufacturers 
Warranty & JUST LED US Inc. Extended Warranty. 

You will not be responsible for freight to return the product under warranty to JUST LED US Inc.  Do not take your 
unit to your local retail of record or your sales representative to process a warranty through.  You can contact your 
sales person of record via email for return authorization and send the product directly to JUST LED US Inc. If you 
elect to send to JUST LED US Inc. a return authorization number must be obtained from JUST LED US Inc. and it 
must appear on the outside of your package in order for your merchandise to be accepted by our shipping 
department. 

When we provide you with a return merchandise authorization number via email we will also include a pre-paid 
shipping label to printout that can be attached to the box. Please return the merchandise promptly as return 
authorization numbers are only good for 30 days. No c.o.d.'s will be accepted. 

http://justledus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/JUST-LED-US-Inc-RMA_FORM.pdf
http://justledus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/JUST-LED-US-Inc-RMA_FORM.rtf
http://justledus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/JUST-LED-US-Inc-RMA_FORM.pdf
http://justledus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/JUST-LED-US-Inc-RMA_FORM.rtf
http://justledus.com/product-registration/
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*JUST LED US Inc. will not accept any products returned without a RMA number. 

The unit must be shipped to JUST LED US Inc. in either its original package or similar package affording an equal 
degree of protection and with instructions indicating an address to which the repaired unit must be returned. 

For the customers who are in need of a light, in emergency situations, where they want to or have to send their 
lamp in to JUST LED US Inc. for repairs please see our, Loaner Program.  If interested, please apply before making 
arrangements to send your lamp in. 

Every effort will be made to correct whatever problem exists. Otherwise, we will, at our discretion, exchange the 
merchandise or issue appropriate credit. 

 

 

Certificates and Electronic Emission Notices 
The following information refers to the JUST LED US Integrated Grow Lights that are listed in the Models 
outlined in pictograph above and named below. 

 

Models:  

HYG01-1X96W-W, HYG01-2X96W-W, HYG01-4X96W-W, HYG01-4X96W-W, HYG01-6X96W-W, HYG01-9X96W-
W, HYG01-16X96W-W    
 
HYG02-2X96W-W, HYG02-4X96W-W, HYG02-6X96W-W, HYG02-9X96W-W 
 
Our products have been stored in the CSA DCTM (Certified Product Listing). We have went ahead and posted a 
search for you. Please see the following link which already has the search query for 'File Number' filled with our 
master contract number '*262295'. Scroll down to the bottom of the following link and you will be able to confirm 
that JUST LED US indeed has been listed on the CSA Certified Product Listing Page.  
 

 
Class Description 
 
For the instance where a consumer does not have access to online resources we have included further details from 
the CSA database for ‘Class Description’. 

 
Class 

Number 

Description 

3451-01 
PORTABLE 

LUMINAIRES - 
 

PROGRAM TYPE: 

Products listed in this category are on Label Service. 

COVERAGE: 

This applies to portable luminiares for general household, commercial, and industrial use in dry, damp, and 
outdoor locations, and intended to be used in accordance with the Rules of the Canadian Electrical Code, Part I, in 
non-hazardous locations, on a nominal 120V system, 15 or 20 ampere branch circuit. 

http://justledus.com/?p=3220
http://www.csagroup.org/ca/en/services/testing-and-certification/certified-product-listing#/page/1/?keywords=&industry=&manufacturer=&country=&file=*262295&class=&class2=&description=&sort=0-asc
http://www.csagroup.org/ca/en/services/testing-and-certification/certified-product-listing/class/3451-01
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Lighting devices for table, desk, floor, pin-up or bed use, and other designs which are cord-and-plug-connected, 
intended primarily for illuminating purposes in household, commercial and industrial establishments such as: 
chain- and hook-supported types (shop lights), table, drafting, machine-shop lamp, floor lamp, hospital lamps, 
illuminated forms or shapes (figurines, fire logs, terrestrial globes, plaques, etc.) make-up mirrors, picture lamps 
etc. 

Transformer-operated and some other specialty type luminaires are listed by model designation or equivalent. All 
others are listed by broad descriptive groupings which allow minor design variations not affecting the CSA 
Certification.  

This category does not include night lights, lighting devices used for display advertising and some specialty designs 
used for decorative lighting, emergency lighting, stage and studio luminaires, low voltage landscape lighting 
systems, submersible or pool lighting systems, therapeutic luminaires (e.g., infra-red or ultra-violet for cosmetic or 
hygienic use), or medical equipment luminaires.  

REQUIREMENTS:  

CSA Standard C22.2 No 
250.4 

Portable Luminaires 

CSA CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 
250.13 

Light emitting diode (LED) equipment for lighting applications 

Material No: Standard – 1002042 
Material No: Combination, Varies for each Submittor 
Colour:  Brown print on White background 
Size: 1-3/4 in by 5/8 in. 
CSA Labels are available only from CSA and may not be obtained elsewhere, but are applied at the factory. 
/cl 
 

 
*The following is our official Certificate of Compliance and Supplementary Certificate. This is to formally confirm 

the above set out information.* 

Applicable Requirements: 

 

Canadian Standards Association  

Meet the requirements of CSA C22.2 No. 250.4-14 - Portable Luminaries Please see:  
CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 25.13-12 - Light Emitting Diode (LED) equipment for lighting applications 

Underwriters Laboratories  

http://justledus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/CoFC_2772828.pdf
http://justledus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/CoFC_Supp_2772828.pdf
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Underwriters Laboratories have very similar requirements to that of CSA for portable luminaries in accordance 
with their certification practices. Comparatively they are of the same regulatory body and they are listed as 
follows: 

UL 153, Thirteenth Edition - Portable Electronic Luminaries 
UL 8750, First Edition - Light Emitting Diode (LED) Equipment for Use in Lighting Products.  

Conformité Européenne  

The following products have been tested by us with listed standards and found in compliance with the council EMC 
2004/108/EC. 
 
This product is in conformity with the protection requirements of EU Council Directive 2004/108/EC on the 
approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to electromagnetic compatibility JUST LED US  cannot 
accept responsibility for any failure to satisfy the protection requirements resulting from a non-recommended 
modification of the product, including the fitting of non-certified components from other manufacturers.  
  
Test Standards: 
EN 55015:2006+A1:2007+A2:2009 
EN 61547:2009 
EN 61000-3-2:2006+A1:2009 
EN 61000-3-3:2008 
  
Test Report (Report No.: TCD2014060710303S-1) 
EN 60598-1:2008+A11:2009 
EN 60598-2-2:2012 Luminaries 

Restriction of Hazardous Substances   

This is to certify that, on the basis of the tests undertaken as per Report No.: TCT11208240005RR, the submitted 
sample of the above item complies with: 

EPA3050B:1996, EN1122:2001, 
EPA 3052:1996, EPA 3060A, 
EPA 7196, EPA 3540C, EPA 8270C 
And fulfils testing requirement of the RoHS directive 2011/65/EC. 

 

Federal Communication Commission   

This device complies with all of the FCC rules; operation is subject to the following conditions. 

(1) this device may not cause harmful interference and, 
(2) this device must accept any interference received including interference that may cause undesired operation. 
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Identification of regulation standards: FCC Part 18, sub-part B Class B, Measurement Procedure: ANSI C63.4:2003. It 
is only valid with the test report number TCT11208240005FR 

 
 

For more details on product compliance and consumer safety please see: Compliance Canada and USA 

 

 

Recycling of Technology 

 

JUST LED US is a clean tech company and the fundamentals of our business are People, the Environment, Products 

and Sustainability. JUST LED US encourages informed choices, and we demonstrate that there is an impact on 

personal health, and the world, in association to products, partnerships and charities, when choosing our lighting 

solutions for in home gardening. When you make the choice to live a more sustainable life, you not only benefit 

yourself and your family, but you make a lasting contribution to environmental stewardship for the world, by not 

leaving a large carbon footprint behind. 

As such, JUST LED US kept the “no ink solution” in mind for environmental reasons and to minimize costs for the 

end user. Please see our Packaging article to for more information.  

JUST LED US has a Recycling Initiative and it is simple.  

Here are the key factors to keep in mind when considering utilizing the program. 

● Use cardboard boxes or other packaging that can easily be recycled. 

● Send the unit in with original packaging. If you did not retain the original packaging please place your lamps into 

the smallest box possible. 

● To reduce the impact on the environment it is considerable to send a bulk shipment, please try to coordinate 

with your friends, neighbors, co-workers, social groups, church groups, or other organizations when it is possible. 

● Please include a list of contact information and the associated model and number of lamps of each individual 

who have contributed to the JUST LED US recycling of Technology 

program. 

● Send by regular priority, no express post needed. 

What does JUST LED US do with the lamps that are submitted to the 

‘Recycling of Tech’ program? 

When we receive your lights for recycling we will remove them from the 

package and start by recycling the box. The lights will be processed and 

any material that cannot be recycled will be sorted, discarded and 

disposed of properly.  Some parts may be tested and considered for 

reuse and if they are in optimal working order may be placed into the refurbished program.  Any recyclables that 

remain will be taken to a 3rd party recycling facility.  

http://justledus.com/?p=5682
http://justledus.com/?p=6119
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The recycling company will further sort and salvage parts. The pieces are then further processed and sorted into 

the various components that make up the lights (metal, copper, plastics). 

What are the benefits of participating in the program? 

Participating in the program is virtually the most responsible thing to do, rather than throwing the lamps into the 

landfill. As an added bonus, if you participate in the program, we will email you a coupon for 5% off your next 

purchase which will be valid for use on our website.  

The 5% discount offer is available for in home purchases. Alternate coupon is negotiable on case by case basis for 

batch submissions or businesses. 

To request a shipping label email us at recyclingoftech@justledus.com. Also for any questions of comments please 

feel free to contact us at the given address. 

Please Ship Lamps To: 

Send your lights via Canada Post, USPS, FedEx, or UPS Ground to our address: 
JUST LED US Inc 

51 Manitou Street  

North Bay, Ontario, Canada  

 P1A 1P3  

 

Thank you for participating in JUST LED US Recycling of Tech program. 

Everyone plays an important role in Recycling proactively and together we are Judiciously Uniting Strengths 

Together as Leadership (&) Education Develops Understanding (of) Sustainability. 

 
 

Appendix of Quick links 

 
Web sites: www.justledus.com  and www.justledus.ca: 

 

Terms and Conditions 

Disclaimer 

Privacy Policy  

 Consumer Awareness and Online Commerce Safety Tips 

Consumer Awareness and Email Safety 

 

Warning Plastic Packaging is not a toy 

JUST LED US Packaging 

Recommendations for the Use of Your Unit (Quick Tips and Maintenance) 

Warranty 

Product Registration 

Loaner Program 

FAQ Frequently Asked Question 

Delivery-Shipping and Return Policy 

mailto:recyclingoftech@justledus.com
http://www.justledus.com/
http://www.justledus.ca/
http://justledus.com/?p=5932
http://justledus.com/?p=4573
http://justledus.com/?p=4062
http://justledus.com/?p=4791
http://justledus.com/?p=5982
http://justledus.com/?p=6136
http://justledus.com/?p=6119
http://justledus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Recommendations-for-the-use-of-Your-Unit-2015.pdf
http://justledus.com/?p=3216
http://justledus.com/?p=3309
http://justledus.com/?p=3220
http://justledus.com/?p=3206
http://justledus.com/delivery-shipping-and-return-policy/
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RMA Return Merchant Authorization Form (pdf) or (word) 

 

CSA Certified Product Listing Page 

Class Description 

Certificate of Compliance and Supplementary Certificate 

Recycling of Tech 

Contact JUST LED US 

 

JUST LED US Packaging (Keep all your original Packaging) 

Request for Rep to Receive Package 

Loaner Program 

 

 

 

Where to find further help: You can find further help such as contact details, horticultural 

Information, Health Information or to order replacement parts at www.justled.com or alternatively you can 
call us.  Please see contact information below or on the web. 

 

 

Notices: 
 
JUST LED US may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in all countries. Consult 
your local JUST LED US representative for information on the products and services currently available in your 
area. Any reference to a JUST LED US product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that 
JUST LED US product, program, or service might be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service 
that does not infringe any JUST LED US intellectual property right might be used instead. However, it is the 
user's/customer’s responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any other product, program, or service.  
 
JUST LED US PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-
INFRINGEMENT,MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some jurisdictions do not allow 
disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement might not apply to 
you. 
 
This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically made to the 
information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication. JUST LED US might make 
improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this publication at any time 
without notice. The information contained in this document does not affect or change JUST LED US product 
specifications or warranties. Nothing in this document shall operate as an express or implied license or indemnity 
under the intellectual property rights of JUST LED US or third parties. All information contained in this document 
was obtained in specific environments and is presented as an illustration.  
 
Any references in this publication to non JUST LED US web sites are provided for convenience only and do not in 
any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the 
materials for this JUST LED US product, and use of those Web sites is at your own risk. 

 

 

 

http://justledus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/JUST-LED-US-Inc-RMA_FORM.pdf
http://justledus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/JUST-LED-US-Inc-RMA_FORM.rtf
http://www.csagroup.org/us/en/services/testing-and-certification/certified-product-listing
http://www.csagroup.org/ca/en/services/testing-and-certification/certified-product-listing/class/3451-01
http://justledus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/CoFC_2772828.pdf
http://justledus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/CoFC_Supp_2772828.pdf
http://justledus.com/?p=6542
http://justledus.com/?p=1167
http://justledus.com/just-led-us-packaging/
http://justledus.com/request-for-rep-to-receive-package/
http://justledus.com/?p=3220
http://www.justled.com/
http://justledus.com/?p=1167
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Contact Information:   
    

 Customer Service and Technical Support 

       Phone: 705-303-3797   Toll Free:1-888-276-3937 

                                    Fax: 705-476-6912 

       Web sites: www.justledus.com and www.justledus.ca 
  ●JUST LED US Inc.●51 Manitou Street ●North Bay, Ontario, Canada ●P1A 1P3  

 
 

Email: justledusinc@gmail.com                 Email: customerservice@justledus.com 

Email: techsupport@justledus.com           Email: rma@justledus.com  
 

Email: recyclingoftech@justledus.com 

 

Copyright 

Materials in this owner’s Manual were produced and/or compiled by JUST LED US Inc. for the purpose of 
providing everyone with access to information about the programs, services and marketing materials offered by 
JUST LED Unless otherwise specified, you may not reproduce materials from this Owner’s Manual, in whole or in 
part, for the purposes of personal redistribution without prior written permission from JUST LED US Inc. 

Unless otherwise specified, you may not reproduce materials from this Owner’s Manual, in whole or in part, for 
the purposes of personal redistribution without prior written permission from JUST LED US Inc. 

Unless otherwise indicated, all materials on these pages are copyrighted by the JUST LED US Inc. All rights 
reserved. No part of these pages, either text or image may be used for any purpose other than personal use. 
Therefore, reproduction, modification, storage in a retrieval system or 
retransmission, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical or 
otherwise, for reasons other than personal use, is strictly prohibited 
without prior written permission. 

No material on these pages may be translated or reduced to any 
electronic medium or machine-readable form. Distribution for commercial 
purposes is prohibited. To obtain permission to reproduce JUST LED US 
Inc. materials on this site for personal purposes, please contact us and 
apply for copyright clearance. 

Some of the content in this manual may be subject to the copyright of another party. Where information has been 
produced or copyright is held by a 3rd party, the materials may be protected under the copyright act and 
international agreements. Details concerning copyright ownership should be indicated on the relevant pages of the 
3rd party websites.  Please use due diligence to obtain permission to reproduce 3rd party copyright content as 
well. 

 

        

http://www.justledus.com/
http://www.justledus.ca/
mailto:justledusinc@gmail.com
mailto:sara@justledus.com
mailto:darryl@justledus.com
mailto:rma@justledus.com
mailto:recyclingoftech@justledus.com
http://justledus.com/?p=1167
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Trademark 

The JUST LED US Inc. official logo may not be reproduced, whether for commercial or non-commercial purposes, 
without prior written authorization. 

All JUST LED US trademarks and logos are owned JUST LED US, Inc. 

JUST LED US is a trademark and/or registered trademarks of JUST LED 

US, Inc. and/or its affiliated companies in the Canada and United 

States and/ or other countries. Unless expressly noted, names and 

brands of third parties that may be used in this document are not 

used to indicate an affiliation or endorsement between the owners of 

these names and brands and JUST LED US, Inc. Those names and 

brands may be the trademarks or registered trademarks of those third 

parties. We are continuously improving our products and services 

therefore JUST LED US Inc. reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice. JUST LED US is an equal 

opportunity employer. 

 

 

Written in:        

                                                                           ISBN: 978-0-9877840-2-5 

 

© 2015 JUST LED US. All rights 

reserved. This document is subject to 

change without notice.  

 

 

 

 


